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Influence of collision energy on the N „
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3P…¿NO reaction
dynamics: A quasiclassical trajectory study involving four potential
energy surfaces
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The influence of collision energy (ET) on the dynamics of the N(2D)1O2→O(3P)1NO
atmospheric reaction was studied by means of the quasiclassical trajectory method. The four lowest
potential energy surfaces~PESs! involved in the process were used in the calculations (22A8,
3 2A8, 1 2A9, and 22A9 PESs!, and the nonadiabatic couplings between them were neglected. The
dependence of the scalar and two-vector properties of the reaction withET was analyzed. Moreover,
the different modes of reaction taking place were investigated. Although only one type of
microscopic mechanism~abstraction! was found for the 22A8, 3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs, two different
modes of reaction~abstraction and insertion! were observed to coexist for the 12A9 PES. For this
PES, the abstraction mechanism is the most important one at room temperature, while the insertion
mechanism increases its contribution to reactivity withET ~it accounts for about half of the
reactivity above 0.5 eV!. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1618221#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The relevance of the study of the nitrogen atom in
first excited electronic state@N(2D)# is due to the presenc
of this species in the earth-high atmosphere. Actually,
deactivation with ground-state molecular oxyg
@O2(X 3Sg

2)# could control the production of NO in the the
mosphere and be an efficient source of highly vibrationa
excited NO in the atmospheric region of 70–120 km.1 More-
over, N(2D) plays an important role in photolysis system
discharges in plasmas and chemical reactions.

The reaction between N(2D) and O2 can take place
through two reactive channels,2,3

N~2D !1O2~X 3Sg
2!→O~1D !1NO~X 2P!

~1!
DH298 K

0 5241.4 kcal mol21,

N~2D !1O2~X 3Sg
2!→O~3P!1NO~X 2P!

~2!
DH298 K

0 5286.7 kcal mol21.

Due to its interest, several experimental studies were
voted to the measurement of the global rate constant@includ-
ing both reactive channels and N(2D) physical electronic
quenching# of the N(2D)1O2 system.4–14 The recom-
mended value of the global rate constant at room tempera
~298 K! is 5.2310212 cm3 molecule21 s21.15 In addition,
some experimental works determined the temperature de
dence of the rate constant.16,17 However, none of these mea
surements provided any information about the branching
tio of the two reactive channels of the N(2D)1O2 system.
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Concerning the dynamic properties of the process, only
experimental work was reported,18 where the vibrational dis-
tribution for the NO product arising from the N(2D)1O2

reaction at 100 K was measured. The vibrational distribut
obtained is inverted and peaked atv857.

From a theoretical point of view, a wealth of work wa
recently carried out in our group to investigate the N(2D)
1O2 system. In Ref. 1 we showed that the rate constant
reaction~2! is several decades higher than the rate cons
for reaction~1!, so that the contribution of the latter proce
to the reactivity of the N(2D)1O2 system can be assumed
be negligible. This is due to the fact that the only potent
energy surface~PES! that correlates reactants and produ
of reaction~1! has a very high energy barrier.1 On the other
hand, reaction~2! can take place through six PESs (22A8,
3 2A8, 1 2A9, 2 2A9, 3 4A8, and 34A9), although only four
of them (22A8, 3 2A8, 1 2A9, and 22A9) present reaction
barriers that are small enough to allow reactivity at low a
moderate temperatures.1 The contribution of the highly ener
getic 34A8 and 34A9 PESs can be ruled out.

In several recent works1,19–23we performed extensiveab
initio studies on the most important PESs involved in re
tion ~2!, using the complete active space self-consistent fie
second-order perturbation theory on a CASSCF wave fu
tion ~CASSCF/CASPT2! method. Afterwards, analytica
functions describing satisfactorily theab initio calculations
of these PESs were derived and used to calculate the
constant of reaction~2! over a wide range of temperature
employing the quasiclassical trajectory~QCT! and varia-
tional transition state theory~VTST! methods. A good agree
ment with the experimental values was obtained. The Q
vibrational distribution of NO was also computed for rea
tion ~2! at 100 K and it was found to be more excited th
the experimental one.

Other authors24 recently performedab initio calculations
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10041J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 19, 15 November 2003 The N(2D)1O2→O(3P)1NO reaction
on some of the most important PESs for reaction~2! as well.
They also carried out kinetic calculations on reaction~2! and
computed the NO product vibrational distribution at 500
by means of the QCT method. However, a thorough inve
gation of the dynamics of the title reaction has not been d
yet.

The main purpose of this work is to employ the analy
cal representations of the PESs previously developed in
group to study theoretically the dynamics of reaction~2! by
means of the QCT method, paying particular attention to
investigation of collision energy (ET) on reactivity. The
work is organized as follows: Section II deals with the PE
used and the computational method. Section III presents
results obtained and the discussion. The conclusions
given in Sec. IV.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The four PESs used in this study were recently obtai
in our group19–23 by means of an extensiveab initio study
based on the CASSCF~Refs. 25, 26! ~17,12! calculations,
where the standard correlation-consistent cc-pVTZ basis
of Dunning and co-workers27 was employed. The treatmen
of the dynamic correlation was performed by means of
CASPT2 ~Ref. 28! method using the G2 correction to th
Fock matrix.

A many-body expansion29 was used to obtain suitabl
analytical representations of the 22A8,19 1 2A9,20 3 2A8,21

and 22A9 ~Ref. 22! PESs of the title reaction. In all cases th
minimum energy reaction path~MEP! involves an abstrac
tion mechanism through a saddle point of bent geometry.
classical energy barriers associated to the saddle points
0.19, 0.21, 4.60, and 7.51 kcal mol21 for the 22A8, 1 2A9,
3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs, respectively. The correspondi
NOO angles at the saddle points are 120.5°, 109.3°, 113
and 115.6°, respectively. In the case of the 12A9 PES an
insertion mechanism evolving through a saddle point ofC2v
geometry was also found. This saddle point has an O
angle of 30.8° and a classical energy barrier of 1
kcal mol21.

To study the dynamics of reaction~2! on the four se-
lected PESs, the QCT method30,31 as implemented in the
TRIQCT program32 was employed, as we did in previou
works from our group~see, e.g., Refs. 20, 33–37!. Although
the principles of this method were established long time a
it can still be considered as the most useful theoretical too
study the dynamics of chemical reactions. The accuracy
the numerical integration of Hamilton’s differential equatio
was verified by checking the conservation of the total ene
and total angular momentum for every trajectory, and p
forming back-integrations on some batches of trajector
The integration step size chosen (5310217 s) was found to
fulfill these conservation requirements for all calculated t
jectories. The trajectories were started at an initial distanc
8 Å between the N(2D) atom and the center of mass of th
O2 molecule, thus ensuring that the interaction energy co
be neglected with respect to the available energy of reacta
To study the reaction dynamics, the collision energy w
fixed at different values~from 0.0388 eV to 1.00 eV!, the
vibrational level of the O2 molecule was set atv50 ~99% of
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the molecules are placed in this level at 300 K!, and the O2
rotational distribution was sampled from the Maxwel
Boltzmann distribution atT5300 K. The final quantized vi-
brational distributions@i.e., P(v8)] were obtained from vi-
brational radial action angle variables.30

Four collision energies were considered in particular
tail in the calculations:ET50.0388 ~the average collision
energy at 300 K!, 0.25, 0.50, and 1.00 eV. Typically, for th
computation of the cross section, batches of 15 000 traje
ries were sampled for each collision energy and PES, w
the calculation of product state distributions and two-vec
properties for eachET value required batches of 150 00
trajectories for each PES. The standard error~one standard
deviation! was always kept below 5%.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Scalar properties

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the cross section~s!
with ET for each one of the PESs studied. To derive thes
values depicted in Fig. 1, the cross sections calculated by
QCT method on each PES were multiplied by 1/15 to ta
into account all the potential energy surfaces that corre
with reactants (22A8, 3 2A8, 4 2A8, 1 2A9, 2 2A9, 3 4A8,
4 4A8, 5 4A8, 3 4A9, and 44A9). Figure 1 also shows the
cross section of reaction~2! obtained as the sum of the con
tributions for the four main PESs involved in the reacti
(2 2A8, 3 2A8, 1 2A9, and 22A9).

The contribution of the 32A8 and 22A9 PESs to the
cross section of reaction~2! is negligible forET values lower
than 0.25 and 0.4 eV, respectively, due to their energy ba
ers. The threshold energies found for these two PESs
consistent with their energy barriers. As they present m
lower energy barriers, the 22A8 and 12A9 PESs are reactive
even forET50.0388 eV. For all PESss increases withET

until it reaches a plateau at sufficiently high energies,
expected for reactions with energy barrier along the ME
The raise ofs with ET is due to the increase of the reactio
probability ~P! with collision energy in all the PESs. With
respect to the value of the maximum impact parame

FIG. 1. Excitation function for the~s! 2 2A8 PES, ~h! 1 2A9 PES, ~n!
3 2A8 PES,~L! 2 2A9 PES, and~—! global.
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(bmax), it only increases slightly withET for the 32A8 and
2 2A9 PESs, whereas for the more reactive 22A8 and 12A9
PESsbmax decreases significantly from 0.0388 to 0.25 e
and it remains constant for higher energies.

The opacity function@reaction probability,P(b), vs the
initial impact parameter~b!# presents a similar shape in a
the PESs~Fig. 2!. P(b) is essentially constant betweenb
50 and some intermediate value ofb, and after this it de-
creases progressively and reaches a value of zerob
5bmax. When the value of the collision energy is close to t
threshold energy of the PES, that is to say at 0.0388 eV
the 22A8 and 12A9 PESs, 0.25 eV for the 32A8 PES and 0.5
eV for the 22A9 PES, reactivity is more important at low
values ofb.

In Table I we show the average fractions of energy
products@^ f i8&, i 5V ~vibration!, R ~rotation!, T ~translation!#
for the different PESs and the global reaction. For the ove
reaction, the majority of the available energy (Eav) is chan-
neled into NO vibrational energy and relative translatio
energy at ET50.0388 eV (̂ f V8 &50.39 and ^ f T8&50.40),
while a smaller fraction ofEav is channeled into NO rotation
(^ f R8 &50.21). As the collision energy increases, the aver
fraction of vibrational energy in products diminishes, whi
is accompanied by an increase in final translational ene
(^ f V8 &50.26 and^ f T8&50.52 atET51.00 eV). The average
fraction of NO rotational energy essentially remains const
at all collision energies. This behavior is consistent with
large exoergicity of the PESs, which leads to the existenc
early saddle points. A similar trend is also observed for
2 2A8, 3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs, while in the case of the 12A9
PES slight changes in̂f V8 &, ^ f R8 &, and ^ f T8& with ET are
found. This fact is due to the occurrence of different mic
scopic reaction mechanisms for the PESs, which will be
ther discussed in Sec. III C.

Changes in the energy distribution of NO withET are
also evident from the evolution of the average NO vib
tional level (̂ v8&) ~Table II! and NO vibrational distribution

FIG. 2. Opacity function for the four PESs involved in reaction~2! at
several collision energies: 0.0388~h!, 0.25~s!, 0.50~n!, and 1.00~L! eV.
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~Fig. 3!. For the 22A8, 3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs unimodal and
inverted NO vibrational distributions are found for allET

values explored. For these PESs the higher the collision
ergy is, the lower the peak of the distribution becomes. T
trend is also observed for the global reaction. On the ot
hand, the vibrational distribution of the 12A9 PES presents a
bimodal feature that results from the overlap of an inver
distribution similar to that found for the other PESs and
less excited distribution peaked at lowv8 values. In this
case, a slight increase of the average NO vibrational le
with ET is found. This behavior arises from the existence
two microscopic reaction mechanisms for the 12A9 PES~cf.
in Sec. III C!. Hence, the vibrational distributions for th
global reaction atET50.0388 and 0.25 eV are bimodal a
well.

B. Two-vector correlations

The analysis of the angular momentum transformat
when the system evolves from reactants to products was

TABLE I. Average energy fractions in products for the four PESs involv
in reaction~2!.

ET /eVa 2 2A8 3 2A8 1 2A9 2 2A9 Globalb

^ f V8 &c

0.0388 0.49 0.33 0.39
0.25 0.44 0.18 0.30 0.36
0.50 0.36 0.17 0.30 0.33 0.30
1.00 0.28 0.15 0.30 0.28 0.26

^ f R8 &c

0.0388 0.09 0.28 0.21
0.25 0.08 0.15 0.25 0.18
0.50 0.14 0.14 0.26 0.13 0.19
1.00 0.22 0.16 0.27 0.15 0.21

^ f T8&
c

0.0388 0.42 0.39 0.40
0.25 0.48 0.67 0.45 0.47
0.50 0.50 0.69 0.44 0.53 0.50
1.00 0.50 0.68 0.44 0.55 0.52

aThe value of the available energy for the different values of the translatio
energy is 3.85, 4.06, 4.31, and 4.81 eV forET50.0388, 0.25, 0.50, and 1.00
eV, respectively.

bThe global average energy fractions were obtained according to the fol
ing expression: ^ f i8&5@s(2 2A8)^ f i8&(2

2A8)1s(3 2A8)^ f i8&(3
2A8)

1s(1 2A9) ^ f i8& (1 2A9)1s(2 2A9) ^ f i8& (2 2A9)# / @s(2 2A8) 1 s(3 2A8)
1s(1 2A9)1s(2 2A9)#.

c^ f i8&5Ei8/Eav , where the available energy is given byEav5EV81ER8
1ET8 , and EV8 , ER8 , and ET8 are the classical vibrational, rotational, an
translational energies of products, respectively.

TABLE II. Average NO vibrational levels for the four PESs involved
reaction~2!.

ET /eV 2 2A8 3 2A8 1 2A9 2 2A9 Globala

0.0388 8.3 5.4 6.4
0.25 7.8 2.7 5.1 6.2
0.50 6.7 2.7 5.6 6.1 5.7
1.00 5.8 2.8 6.2 5.8 5.4

aThe global average NO vibrational level has been obtained using an an
gous expression to the one reported in Table I for the calculation of
global average energy fractions.
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10043J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 19, 15 November 2003 The N(2D)1O2→O(3P)1NO reaction
formed at all collision energies studied. Except forET

50.0388 eV, the total angular momentum of the system~J!
can be assumed to be equal to the reactants orbital an
momentum~l!, as the modulus ofl is much larger than tha
of the O2 rotational angular momentum~j !. In these cases
we observe a clear partition of the orbital angular moment
~l! between the final orbital (l8) and NO rotational (j 8) an-
gular momenta (l→ l81 j 8). The partition ofl betweenl8 and
j 8 changes for the different PESs and collision energies.
example, at medium and high collision energies (ET50.25,
0.5, and 1.0 eV! and for the 22A8 PES, a clear equipartition
exists, i.e.,l/2→ l8 and l/2→ j 8. In other cases, the angula
momentum transformation is less evident and theu j 8u/u lu and
u l8u/u lu distributions are very broad.

To obtain a more complete description of the stereo
namics of the title reaction, we also examined the two-vec
angular distributionskk 8, kj 8, k8j 8, and l8j 8, wherek (k8)
is the initial ~final! relative velocity vector. These propertie
are expressed in terms of the solid angle differential cr
section@ds/dV, differential cross section~DCS! hereafter#.

Figure 4 shows the globalkk 8 distribution at different
collision energies, as well as the contribution of the differe
PESs to the total DCS. At lowET values the overallkk 8
angular distribution is predominantly backward@^kk 8&
599.9° and the forward/backward (f /b) scattering ratio is
equal to 0.63# ~Table III!. WhenET increases the backwar
scattering diminishes and thekk 8 distribution evolves to an
essentially sideways distribution. Thus, at high collision e
ergies (ET51.00 eV) ^kk 8&590.8° andf /b51.00. The loss
of backward feature withET for the overall reaction arise
from the particular behavior of each one of the PESs inv
tigated.

In general, the 22A8, 3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs present a
clear backward distribution for all collision energies e
plored. However, this behavior becomes less noticeable
ET rises. For example, in the case of the 22A8 PES^kk 8&

FIG. 3. Vibrational distribution of NO at several collision energies for t
~s! 2 2A8 PES,~h! 1 2A9 PES,~n! 3 2A8 PES,~L! 2 2A9 PES, and~—!
global.
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5111.4° andf /b50.35 at 0.0388 eV, and̂kk 8&595.2° and
f /b50.82 at 1.00 eV. A decrease of backward character w
ET is known to occur for direct reaction pathways evolvin
through an energy barrier, as it is the case for the MEP of
2 2A8, 3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs. For such a situation the fo
lowing expression was derived.38

FIG. 4. DCS (kk 8) at several collision energies for the~s! 2 2A8 PES,~h!
1 2A9 PES,~n! 3 2A8 PES,~L! 2 2A9 PES, and~—! global.

TABLE III. ^kk 8& and^ l8j 8& values for the four PESs involved in reactio
~2!.

ET /eV 2 2A8 3 2A8 1 2A9 2 2A9 Globala

^kk 8&/°b

0.0388 111.4 93.5 99.9
0.25 111.8 125.5 75.8 92.5
0.50 103.3 117.2 74.9 120.9 93.5
1.00 95.2 105.8 70.4 111.3 90.8

fÕbb

0.0388 0.35 0.83 0.63
0.25 0.32 0.05 1.97 0.88
0.50 0.54 0.25 2.12 0.16 0.87
1.00 0.82 0.46 2.83 0.36 1.00

^ l8j 8&/°b

0.0388 147.9 158.0 154.4
0.25 103.4 158.4 138.8 124.0
0.50 96.2 131.5 124.5 146.7 115.5
1.00 90.4 102.3 110.9 105.8 102.1

pÕapb

0.0388 0.040 0.0039 0.020
0.25 0.61 0.00010 0.070 0.25
0.50 0.89 0.10 0.19 0.0079 0.36
1.00 1.27 0.57 0.36 0.49 0.62

aThe global values have been obtained using an analogous expression
one reported in Table I for the calculation of the global average ene
fractions.

b^kk 8& and ^ l8j 8& stand, respectively, for the averagekk 8 and l8j 8 angles
values derived from the DCS(kk 8) and DCS(l8j 8) distributions;f/b is the
ratio of products recoiled in the forward (kk 8,90°) and backward (kk 8
.90°) hemispheres;p/ap is the ratio of products formed within the par
allel (l8j 8,90°) and antiparallel (l8j 8.90°) l8j 8 orientation regions.
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ukk8~b,ET!5l~b!/ET . ~3!

In Eq. ~3! l(b) is a function of the impact parameter an
ukk8(b,ET) is the scattering function that gives thekk 8 angle
for fixed values ofb andET . From this expression it come
out that more forward scattering is expected for a given va
of b asET increases. Moreover, changes in the opacity fu
tion with ET may also influence the scattering of produc
because a correlation betweenb and thekk 8 angle is ex-
pected. Thus, we found that the higherb is, the lower thekk 8
angle becomes for the 22A8, 3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs. There-
fore, the larger contribution to reactivity of highb values as
ET rises~see Fig. 2! also favors the loss of backward featu
of the DCS(kk 8) distribution when collision energy in
creases.

On the other hand, the DCS(kk 8) distribution for the
1 2A9 PES is not backward, but it presents a sideways fea
for ET50.0388 eV that transforms to a forward feature
collision energy increases. Actually,^kk 8&593.5 and 70.4°
and thef /b ratio is equal to 0.83 and 2.83 forET50.0388
and 1.0 eV, respectively. This behavior is due to the occ
rence of two reaction mechanisms for the 12A9 PES. The
larger forward feature of the DCS(kk 8) distributions corre-
sponding to the two mechanisms as collision energy
creases~due to the same reasons outlined above for the o
PESs! and their different contribution to reactivity dependin
on ET explain the behavior of the global DCS(kk 8) function
for the 12A9 PES. This will be further discussed in Se
III C.

Thekj 8 DCS distributions for the global reaction and th
four different PESs studied are symmetric around 90°~as
they must be!, where they exhibit a maximum~Fig. 5!. The
global DCS(kj 8) becomes narrower as collision energy i
creases, which means that the tendency to a perpendi
kj 8 arrangement is more noticeable withET . This trend can
also be inferred from the analysis of the product rotatio
alignment parameter@A0

(2)[^3 cos2 u21&, with u being the

FIG. 5. DCS(kj 8) at several collision energies for the~s! 2 2A8 PES,~h!
1 2A9 PES,~n! 3 2A8 PES,~L! 2 2A9 PES, and~—! global.
e
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kj 8 angle in this case#, whose limiting values correspond to
fully perpendicular@A0

(2)521# or parallel@A0
(2)512# kj 8

alignment. The value of this parameter for the overall re
tion is equal to20.26, 20.28, 20.32, and20.38 for ET

50.0388, 0.25, 0.50, and 1.0 eV, respectively. Thus,
higher the collision energy is, the closerA0

(2) is to the per-
pendicular limiting value. This situation is also observed
the 22A8, 3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs, while the occurrence o
two reaction mechanisms for the 12A9 PES favors a less
perpendicularkj 8 alignment trend asET increases. ForET

51.00 eV, A0
(2)520.48, 20.50, 20.56, and20.14 for the

2 2A8, 3 2A8, 2 2A9, and 12A9 PESs, respectively.
With regard to thel8j 8 DCS, thel8 andj 8 vectors present

a predominant antiparallel orientation at low collision en
gies, and when collision energy increases, this distribut
tends to lose preference for the antiparallel orientation~Fig.
6!. This behavior is found for both the global reaction and
the PESs investigated. For the global reaction^ l8j 8&
5154.4° and the parallel/antiparallel (p/ap) ratio is equal to
0.016 at ET50.0388 eV, while ^ l8j 8&5102.1° andp/ap
50.62 atET51.00 eV. Nevertheless, the antiparallel orie
tation in general dominates within the range ofET values
explored.

The k8j 8 DCS for the global reaction and all the PES
studied corresponds to a symmetric distribution, as it mus
~Fig. 7!. ForET50.0388 eV, the overall DCS(k8j 8) presents
a maximum around 90° and preferential perpendicular ali
ment@A0

(2)520.81#. As collision energy increases, the pe
at 90° disappears and two new maxima at around 40°
140° are observed. This results in a loss ofk8j 8 perpendicu-
lar alignment withET @A0

(2)520.26, 20.11, and 0.07 for
ET50.25, 0.5, and 1.0 eV, respectively#. This situation cor-
relates with the behavior of the DCS(l8j 8) because antipar
allel l8j 8 orientation leads to perpendiculark8j 8 alignment.
As mentioned above, the antiparallell8j 8 orientation dimin-
ishes withET and so does the perpendiculark8j 8 alignment.
Such a behavior is specially accentuated for the 22A8,

FIG. 6. DCS(l8j 8) at several collision energies for the~s! 2 2A8 PES,~h!
1 2A9 PES,~n! 3 2A8 PES,~L! 2 2A9 PES, and~—! global.
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3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs, which results in pronounced minim
at 90° in the DCS(k8j 8) for high ET values. On the othe
hand, the loss of antiparallell8j 8 orientation as the collision
energy increases is less clear for the 12A9 PES, which ex-
plains that the DCS(k8j 8) for high collision energies still
preserves the peak at 90°, although it broadens withET .

C. Reaction mode

We investigated the microscopic reaction mechanis
~reaction modes! taking place on the PESs studied. On t
2 2A8, 3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs all reactive trajectories an
lyzed evolve through an abstraction mechanism of dir
type via a saddle point of bent geometry. In fact, the dyna
properties described for these three PESs in the previous
tions are similar to the ones expected for a rebound-t
reaction mode. Namely, reactivity is favored for lowb values
yielding backward scattering of products.

However, the 12A9 PES presents an additional mode
reaction~insertion!. As we have already explained, this PE
has two saddle points with low enough energy barriers
allow reaction to occur at low temperatures. The first sad
point has Cs symmetry and connects reactants@N(2D)
1O2# and products@O(3P)1NO# of reaction~2! through an
abstraction pathway, in a similar way as in the 22A8, 3 2A8,
and 22A9 PESs. The second saddle point, however, pres
C2v symmetry and connects reactants with a NO2 minimum.
From this minimum, after distortion of theC2v symmetry, it
is possible to reach products without surmounting any b
rier. Therefore, the saddle point ofC2v symmetry gives rise
to an insertion mechanism, in which trajectories are infl
enced by the presence of the NO2 minimum that is located
23.62 kcal mol21 below products. Reactive trajectories o
the 12A9 PES could evolve through any of these two mec
nisms, then leading to different dynamic properties.

Figure 8 shows a schematic representation of two

FIG. 7. DCS(k8j 8) at several collision energies for the~s! 2 2A8 PES,~h!
1 2A9 PES,~n! 3 2A8 PES,~L! 2 2A9 PES, and~—! global.
s
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amples of both types of reactive trajectories~abstraction and
insertion!. For the reactive trajectories corresponding to t
insertion mechanism, there is a point where the N–O1
N–O2 distances have small and similar values. Then the
ometry of the system is close to that of the NO2 minimum
and, consequently, the value of the potential energy is be
the energy of products. Despite the exploration of this mi
mum, we did not observe the formation of collision com
plexes for this kind of trajectories. This is usually explain
on the basis of the small depth of the minimum with resp
to products, the high energy content of the system whe
reaches this region of the PES and the low number of
grees of freedom involved. All these characteristics prev
the formation of collision complexes.

With regard to the abstraction mechanism, there is
oxygen atom~O1 in Fig. 8! that remains at a long distanc
~>2.0 Å! from the attacking nitrogen atom during the traje
tory, while the potential energy is always kept higher th
the energy of products. Moreover, at the closest appro
distance between the three atoms, the trajectories evol
through abstraction present a NOO angle of about 120°~cor-
responding to the angle of the abstraction saddle poi!,
while the trajectories evolving through insertion show
much smaller NOO angle, corresponding to the insert
saddle point. This indicates that the trajectories exhibiting
abstraction mechanism do not explore the region of the P
where the NO2 minimum is located.

Table IV shows the percentage of reactive trajector
that evolve through each type of microscopic mechanism
the 12A9 PES as a function of collision energy. At low co
lision energies~0.0388 eV! the number of reactive trajecto
ries occurring via insertion is only about 18% of the to
ones. This fact is due to the different values of the ene
barriers for both mechanisms. The saddle point ofCs sym-
metry that allows the abstraction reaction mode to take pl

FIG. 8. Typical reactive trajectories corresponding to the abstraction
insertion microscopic mechanisms for the 12A9 PES, plotted in terms of the
internuclear distances, angles, and potential energy.
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presents an energetic requirement of 0.21 kcal mol21,
whereas in the case of the saddle point ofC2v symmetry
associated to the insertion mode the energy barrier
1.43 kcal mol21. The contribution of the insertion mecha
nism increases withET , the insertion and abstraction mech
nisms having similar yields atET50.5 and 1.0 eV.

The cross section, average fraction of energies, NO
brational distribution and DCS(kk 8) for the 12A9 PES, as a
function of the reaction mode, are given in Fig. 9 for som
selected conditions. Concerning the scalar properties, we
served some differences in both mechanisms. While abs
tion yields excited NO vibrational distributions similar to th
ones obtained for the 22A8, 3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs, the
insertion mechanism results in less excited distributio
peaked at lowv8 ~at ET50.5 eV, vmax8 51) @Fig. 9~c!#. This
might be due to the presence of the NO2 minimum in the
insertion pathway, which may allow for a more efficient e
uipartition of the available energy among translational, vib
tional, and rotational energy. The different behavior of bo
mechanisms leads to a bimodal NO vibrational distribut
for the 12A9 PES. This bimodal behavior is smoothed out

TABLE IV. Yield ~in %! of the two microscopic mechanisms of the 12A9
PES.

ET /eV Abstraction Insertion

0.0388 81.4 18.6
0.25 56.1 43.9
0.50 52.6 47.4
1.00 47.2 52.8

FIG. 9. ~a! Cross section~—! for the 12A9 PES and for the two reaction
mechanisms of this PES:~s! abstraction and~h! insertion; ~b! average
fractions of energy in the 12A9 PES for the two mechanisms:~--n--! trans-
lation, ~--,--! rotation, and~--L--! vibration for insertion, and~-n-! trans-
lation, ~-,-! rotation, and~-L-! vibration for abstraction;~c! vibrational
distribution of NO~—! for the 12A9 PES and for the two reaction mecha
nisms of this PES:~s! abstraction and~h! insertion;~d! kk 8 angular dis-
tribution ~—! for the 12A9 PES and for the two reaction mechanisms:~s!
abstraction and~h! insertion.
is
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high collision energies, as the inverted vibrational distrib
tion arising from the abstraction mechanism is less excit

The average fractions of energy in products are also
ferent for both mechanisms@Fig. 9~b!#. On the one hand, we
observed that the average fractions of vibrational, rotatio
and translational energies are rather constant with collis
energy for both mechanisms. As refers to^ f R8 & there are no
important differences between the two mechanisms. Inst
^ f V8 & and^ f T8& present different features for insertion and a
straction.̂ f V8 & is higher for abstraction than for insertion~in
consistency with what we have observed before: abstrac
yields more excited vibrational distributions than insertio!.
Moreover, reactive trajectories that evolve through the ins
tion mechanism present higher values of^ f T8&.

Regarding to the two-vector properties, the most imp
tant difference between the two mechanisms refers to thekk 8
angular distribution. The insertion mechanism yields in
cases a clearly forward scattering of products, whereas
abstraction mechanism is backward at low collision ene
(ET50.0388 eV) and becomes sideways at medium a
high energies, as it occurs for thekk 8 distributions of the
2 2A8, 3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs. For thel8j 8, kj 8, and k8j 8
angular distributions, there are no important differences
tween both mechanisms.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A study of the collision energy effects on the dynami
of the N(2D)1O2→O(3P)1NO reaction was performed
using the QCT method on the main four analytical poten
energy surfaces recently derived by us, and neglecting no
diabatic couplings between them. These PESs correspon
the main surfaces of the system. Scalar and two-vector p
erties of the reaction were analyzed in terms of the collis
energy, paying particular attention to the followingET val-
ues: 0.0388, 0.25, 0.50, and 1.00 eV.

The cross section of the reaction increases withET , due
to the increase of the reaction probability in the four PE
studied. The available energy is mainly channeled into vib
tional and translational energy of products. The vibratio
distribution of NO is inverted, though it becomes less exci
asET increases.

Concerning the two-vector correlations~expressed as
DCSs!, thekk 8 angular distribution is backward at low co
lision energy and at higherET values it becomes sideways
In addition, a predominant antiparallel orientation of thel8
and j 8 vectors is observed at low collision energies, thou
this orientation preference is smoothed out whenET in-
creases.

Finally, we investigated the microscopic reaction mech
nism occurring on the four PESs considered. For the 22A8,
3 2A8, and 22A9 PESs only an abstraction mechanism
observed. However, for the 12A9 PES both an abstractio
mechanism and an insertion mechanism can occur leadin
different dynamic properties. Nevertheless, both mechani
are of direct type.

Further work on this reaction studying the influence
the internal excitation of reactants on the dynamics is
progress in our group.
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